About the Author: Linda Gosselin

Linda pieced her first quilt in 1976 during the American Bicentennial Quilt Revival. It was made using scraps from a local
garment factory using templates hand drawn and cut from cereal boxes. The quilt was queen sized and hand-tied with
embroidery floss.
The quilting industry has come a long way since then, and so has Linda. She bought her first Handi Quilter 16 used from
a local quilt shop in 2007, then added the original Pro-Stitcher for computerized quilting six months later.
Linda is a professional machine quilter with a background in Computer Accounting and Information Systems . She tried
several other digitizing programs made for quilters, but as soon as she discovered Art and Stitch, long before it was
bundled with the Handi Quilter Pro-Stitcher, she quickly became proficient on the user-friendly, Windows based design
program. In 2010, she upgraded to the HQ Fusion with the new and improved Pro-Stitcher with Art and Stitch.
Linda lives in central Massachusetts and teaches Pro-Stitcher and Art and Stitch classes at local quilt shops and organizes
online meetings for Art and Stitch training, one on one or for small groups. She is also a certified instructor for
SuePellandDesigns.com Leaves Galore and Hearts and More templates. A member of several local quilt guilds, she also
teaches various quilting classes and volunteers as a longarm quilter for Quilts of Valor.
You can email Linda at TheQuiltersHelpdesk@gmail.com
Soon more information will be available on Linda’s website: http://thequiltershelpdesk.com
As an Art and Stitch certified instructor, she hopes to help students better understand how this amazing program can be
used with Pro-Stitcher to enhance their quilting experience!
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1. Art and Stitch on the Pro-Stitcher: The Importance of Activation
Handi Quilter’s computerized solution for longarm quilting systems is the Pro-Stitcher . Pro-Stitcher® is a registered
Trademark by Handi Quilter, Inc. In recent years, Art and Stitch has been bundled with the Pro-Stitcher systems. Art
and Stitch is the premier digitizing software in the quilting and embroidery industry. When used in combination with the
Handi Quilter Pro-Stitcher, you can make quick changes to designs on the fly, while the quilt is loaded on your frame,
and save your changes for future quilting sessions.
IMPORTANT: YOU MUST ACTIVATE ART and STITCH ON YOUR PRO-STITCHER IN ORDER TO SAVE FILES!
http://artnstitch.com/register.htm
Section 4 explains how to register Art and Stitch and get an activation code for your Pro-Stitcher

In Art and Stitch, Help Menu, select License Activator. Enter the Activation Serial Number you received to activate the
program on the Pro-Stitcher.
This addendum assumes some familiarity with both Art and Stitch and Pro-Stitcher programs. I have also used a USB
hub with a wireless keyboard and mouse connected to my HQ Fusion in these examples, which makes editing designs
much easier.

Always check the copyright on the individual design before editing.
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2. Using Art and Stitch to make quick design changes in Pro-Stitcher on the fly!

Having a wireless keyboard and mouse installed on your system makes editing so much easier!
Connect a 4-port USB hub to the USB port on your Pro-Stitcher computer *)
Connect a USB or wireless mouse and keyboard to the hub.
Connect a USB thumb drive to the hub.
Turn on your machine and start Pro-Stitcher normally.
The new hardware will install automatically.
*) More details on how to connect hardware can be found in Chapter 5 of this Addendum

You’ve used your Pro-Stitcher to stitch a triangle motif called “Feather Plump” on a quilt multiple times. You’d like to
repeat the design in the border without starts and stops, but you don’t have a repeatable design. Art and Stitch can
make your motif repeatable quickly and easily!

Step 1
Open Pro-Stitcher. File menu, Art and Stitch (ANS), Open (ANS program opens)
Close the Navigator window. In the ANS File menu, select open, navigate to your design file at C:\Designs\HQ
Designs\Triangles\Feather Plump.hqf, CHECK CONVERT TO OUTLINES BOX, then Open

Step 2
IMPORTANT: SAVE THE FILE AS A NEW NAME NOW – OR YOU RISK OVERWRITING YOUR ORIGINAL FILE
In ANS, go to the File menu, SAVE AS…D: (where D is the letter of your USB drive)and name the file Feather Plump
Edited.ans

Step 3
Select the design, Back to Artwork, center the design, then tap the spacebar on your keyboard to autofit to the display.
Turn on the grid. Select the curve tool. Starting on the left side, click a few points to echo the curve of the feather, then
right click to finish near the center of the feather. Select and change the color of this curve to red.
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Step 4
Duplicate the curve, mirror, move it to the right side, change the color to green. Select the red and green artwork
together and align the tops. Your design should look like the picture below.

Step 5
Turn on snap to grid. Snap first point of red (left) curve to a grid intersection. Repeat with the last point on the green
(right) curve, at the same level. This makes the design repeatable.
Step 6
Select the red (left) curve and the feather, right click and connect, hold down CTRL, select the right (green) curve, right
click and connect objects. You may also use the connect icon instead of right clicking to connect objects.
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Step 7
Select the design, assign stitches and see how it looks in the repeat window… then check the sew simulator
Undo to go back to one repeat. Save the file as Feather Plump Edited Repeatable.ans, than save as Feather Plump
Edited Repeatable.hqf

Click the PS icon to go back to Pro-Stitcher. In the File menu, Open, nagivate to the Feather Plump Edited
Repeatable.hqf file on your USB drive. Define your area then add horizontal repeats as many as desired, point to point,
stretching the width to fit your area. Go to the quilt menu and stitch!

Wasn’t that easy? You have created and stitched a beautiful repeatable border on this quilt “on the fly” and you can use
this design in the future! Now let’s turn this design into a sashing pattern!
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3. From Motif to Repeatable to Sash using Art and Stitch on the Pro-Stitcher
We’re going to use the file we edited in Chapter 2 to create a sash design
Step 1
In Pro-Stitcher, click the File menu, Art and Stitch, Open icon
In Art and Stitch, File Menu, Browser
Browse to Feather Plump Edited Repeatable.ans file on your USB drive. Check the box to Convert to Outlines and Open.

Step 2
Select the Repeat tool, set to 3 across by 2 down, click OK

Select the top three designs together, right click, connect objects
Select the bottom three designs together, right click connect objects, mirror, flip vertical
Select all together, left align, right click to connect, close the shape
Assign stitches, view in the sew simulator, mirror if desired to sew clockwise
Resize the design to 12x4 inches, save as Feather Plump Sash.ans file on your USB drive
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Step 3

Click the PS icon in the toolbar to send the design to Pro-Stitcher.
Click Yes at the warning about the design not fitting the hoop.

Here is what you will see on the Pro-Stitcher screen.
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Notice, we have not saved the file as hqf here, and not needed to make any repeats, rotate, group or baseline in ProStitcher. Art and Stitch has done all the work for us! All that is left to do is reposition the design, resize if necessary and
stitch!
You can go back to Art and Stitch and save the design as an hqf file so that you can open it directly from Pro-Stitcher the
next time you want to stitch the beautiful sash design you created!
I’ve used a basic feather design connected with a simple curve to demonstrate the method. Imagine the possibilities!
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4. Record your own Freehand, Edit your stitches and Save your design!
You can record your own freehand quilting in Pro-Stitcher, edit the stitches in Art and Stitch, and quickly make a
repeatable design.
Do you have a favorite freehand design you’d like to digitize? What, you can’t draw? Well, let’s play…!!
Load some scrap backing, batting and top fabric on your frame. Use a template or ruler to draw a 6” square anywhere
on the top.
Starting near the top left corner, drop your needle and bring up the thread, tie it off. Set the machine to manual mode
to stitch smoother curves, about 30% or higher. We are not concerned about stitch length at this point - we’ll just do
our best to stitch “smooth” curves. Leave the Pro-Stitcher gears engaged!

Relax!
On the Pro-Stitcher go to the File menu, Freehand. When you are ready to stitch, tap Record on the Pro-Stitcher screen.
(Make sure it changes to the word STOP) Start stitching your stipple evenly, in your own style and density, filling the
square, ending near the top right corner. Tap STOP on the Pro-Stitcher. Refresh. How does it look? Fear not, we can
make it beautiful with Art and Stitch!
Here’s my freehand stipple.

Did you notice that “Record” in this picture was not activated? That’s why I said make sure it changes to STOP before
you start stitching! I had to start recording and stitch again!
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Next, on the Pro-Stitcher File menu, tap Art and Stitch, Open. Select the design, Back to Artwork. Right click, Simplify
Smoothen. Try 75 – 50 – 25 settings. Use the Reshape Tool to check the points. You may want to simplify/smoothen
one or two more times or edit points manually to make them more evenly spaced depending on how well your manual
stippling was!
Select and center the design. Turn on the grid and snap to grid. Use the Reshape tool to snap the first and last points to
the same horizontal level so that the design is repeatable. Check using the repeat tool to see how it will look when
stitched.
Once you are happy with the design, assign stitches.
Save the file as Stipple.ans, then as Stipple.hqf.
Click the PS icon in the Art and Stitch menu to send the design to Pro-Stitcher.

Set your area, repeats, point to point, etc. in Pro-Stitcher as you would for any other repeatable design.
Go to the Pro-Stitcher Quilt menu, stitch!
Now your own stipple is recorded! Wasn’t that easy?
Have fun! Practice recording your own feathers, pebbles, and swirls and then edit your own stitching in Art and Stitch!
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5. Connecting the Pro-Stitcher to an HDTV (Wireless)
In my classes, the most common complaint I have heard from both students and from HQ Educators is, why would I
want to use Art and Stitch on my Handi Quilter Pro-Stitcher? The screen is so small!
Considering that our Pro-Stitcher is a computer, there is no reason we cannot duplicate our display on another monitor,
HDTV, or projector.
As with any Windows solution, there are multiple ways to accomplish a task. You could go the “wired” route and
purchase a 25ft or longer VGA cable and a JMT Mini HDMI to VGA adapter (Photo 1), but wires and adapters in a
classroom are messy and you may not always have just the right combination.

Photo 1

Here’s a relatively inexpensive solution! Playing in Art and Stitch right from the Pro-Stitcher on the big screen is so much
fun, plus it will be a huge bonus for your classes! You can also the Diamond wireless solution from your laptop to a
projector!
First, you’ll need a multi-port USB hub connected to your Pro-Stitcher computer.
Shown here is the Sabrent 4-Port USB 2.0 Hub (Photo 2), available from Amazon.com for $6.99US.

Photo 2
When connected to the USB port on the PS computer, it will allow you to connect up to 4 USB devices at one time.
NOTE: Windows will automatically install devices as they are added to the 4-port hub!
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Here you can see how it is attached to my PS computer, using double sided hook and loop tape, and how I have inserted
the USB design stick.

Second, you’ll need a wired or wireless USB mouse and keyboard, both connected to the 4-port hub.
Third, we’ll need to install a device driver for the hardware, so you’ll need an external CD/DVD drive. If you do not have
one, an alternate solution would be to copy the files from the CD onto a USB stick using a computer that has a CD/DVD
drive. If you use this alternate solution, any references to CD/DVD in the directions would be to this USB stick.
Now you’ll need to set up a Diamond Multimedia WPCTVPRO 1080pVStream Wireless USB PC to TV Adapter. This is
available from Amazon.com for under $100US.

The package includes the wireless receiver with antenna, wireless USB PC adapter, HDMI cable, power supply unit, Quick
Start Guide (pdf file in English and French) and installation CD.
If you would like to watch a YouTube video that shows “unboxing to setup” go here:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zQZBCpnFPP0andlist=PLCX3rJMLrFL3ub7grUN_eqhp6nua1Qg00
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DO NOT CONNECT YOUR WPCTVPRO USB TRANSMITTER TO YOUR PC BEFORE THE INSTALL
Insert the Diamond CD. Using your keyboard and mouse, navigate to the CD, English or French WPCTVPRO Getting
Started Guide.pdf file. Follow the installation information. You may need to reboot the PS computer.
Once installation is complete, plug in the adapter and AC supply and the antenna, turn on and select AV as the source on
the TV and the connection is complete!
The last step from the PS computer is to configure Windows to duplicate the screens, the same way you would duplicate
two monitors on a desktop or laptop. This is found in Windows Control Panel, Display settings.

Pro-Stitcher display
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Pro-Stitcher display duplicated on HDTV
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